Gift Box filler!
The ‘Gift of Blossom’ is the perfect opportunity to fill your gift boxes with lots of great pictures and
resources to gift to a local school. Please make sure you share your adventures with us via email or
#ForceforNature by the May 1 to earn your Orchards for Schools certificate.
Don’t forget you can also set up a Young Tree Champions club, where you can access more
resources and training and become part of the national network.

The arrival of spring blossom gladdens streets and gardens around the world, but it has particularly rich
cultural roots in North Asian countries, most famously Japan. Cherry blossom is called Sakura in
Japanese and is the national flower of Japan. Their arrival signifies the end of winter and the start of
spring, representing a time of optimism, hope, new life and beauty. Much like a weather forecast, there
is a sakura forecast which allows people to make the most of the short blooming of
these beautiful blossoms. Hanami, or flower viewing, is an old and ongoing tradition where families and
friends picnic and party to celebrate the stunning sakura.
Although in the past, Sakura season took place predominately during April, in recent years the flowers
are blossoming earlier in the year, possibly as a result of a changing global climate. This year, Sakura
season began in Tokyo in mid-March, 12 days earlier than the average year.

This winter has had additional challenges, which gives us all the more reason to celebrate the start of a
new season, the signs of healthy new life and the return to school for many staff and students. This
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document details 10 activities to celebrate the Gift of Blossom that can be done in the classroom or
shared with families for the upcoming Easter holidays.

The beauty of blossom inspires creativity and makes for stunning displays. Get creative and make some
cherry blossom art with your class. Check out our Pinterest board for more ideas

Have a discussion about the signs of spring that your students have seen in their local area or in the
school grounds. Using their ideas, and senses, design a ‘Signs of Spring Scavenger Hunt’ that you can
complete in school or set as a fun activity for families to do over the holidays, to help them connect with
nature.
Here are some examples of what a Signs of Spring Scavenger Hunt might include:
•

Early-blooming flowers like violet, lesser celandine and wild daffodil
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•

Listen out for the ‘teacher teacher teacher’ distinctive call of Great Tits

•

The sweet smell of blossoms in the air

•

Sky larks singing and flying

•

You will start to see more insects (such as bees and butterflies)

•

Look out for toads coming out of hibernation

•

Hazel catkins (and silver birch catkins from April onwards)

•

If you’re lucky, you might spot reptiles (grass snake, adder etc) basking in the sun after
hibernating through the cold winter

•

The arrival of cherry blossom

•

Look carefully in ponds and slow-moving streams and you might see some frogspawn

•

If you are lucky, you may see or hear some of the migratory birds returning to the UK for the
summer (Chiffchaffs from late March, Swallows from mid to end of April and Swifts from end of
April to early May)

Found an unknown flower? Heard an interesting bird call? Challenge your students to ID it!
Here are a few websites they could use:
•

•
•

RSPB Birdsong ID
Wildlife Trust wildflower ID
Hello Trees Twig ID sheet
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Here’s an example of a picture scavenger hunt to get your students exploring:
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Hanami literally means ‘flower viewing’ in Japanese and is an opportunity to focus on, admire and
celebrate the beautiful blossoms and all that they represent. In Japan, people picnic under blossom
trees, feasting on their favourite traditional treats. Why not hold your own Hanami, either in your
classroom or outside surrounded by the signs of spring. This could even be done as a lunchtime activity.
Give your students a chance to soak up the beauty, connect with nature and each other. We
recommend starting the Hanami with some quiet reflection time, asking children to connect with all
their senses and become more aware of their natural surroundings. You might discuss the importance of
this tradition in Japan and to people of Japanese heritage and explore what it means to appreciate and
respect cultures other than our own.
Great for all the community! You could also suggest this as an activity for families to do in the holidays,
either in their garden or local park.
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Why not make food to feast on at your Hanami? This could be a traditional dish from Japan, a traditional
dish from your country or simply a favourite food. If you wanted to link this to writing, the students
could write a set of instructions for how to make the dish.
Great for all the community! You could also suggest this as an activity for families to do in the holidays.

Show some tree appreciation by getting your students to observe a blossom tree in detail. This could
make a great display or plant fact file for your Library or Reading area. If you don’t have many trees in
your school, you can easily do this activity with any plant.
Activities could include:
• Measuring the tree (KS1 Hello Trees Resource
sheet here)
• Using a magnifying glass to look at it in detail
• Sketching it
• Observing the wildlife it attracts, homes or
feeds
• Researching the tree and finding out
interesting facts about it such as what the
seeds look like
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•
•
•

Labelling the parts of the tree
Creative writing (e.g. a poem or story) about the tree
Observing and comparing the size of the tree (and other trees around it)

Spending time in nature has been shown to have positive effects on our mental health and wellbeing by
improving concentration, boosting self-esteem and reducing stress and anxiety. Immerse yourself in the
beauty and peace of nature and improve your students’ mental health by reconnecting with nature. This
activity is simple; spend some quiet time in a natural spot. Here are some top tips for Forest Bathing:
•

Focus on the present

•

Sit comfortably (or slowly meander around the area)

•

Use all of your senses – what can you hear? What can you smell?

•

Take deep breaths (or do some simple stretches)

Great for all the community! You could also suggest this as an activity for families to do in the holidays.
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Investigate the rules and rhythms of the Japanese Haiku. Challenge your students to write their own
haiku inspired by blossom or other signs of spring. This could also lead to other springtime poetry,
developing English skills through the beauty of nature and inspiring your students to use words to
connect with trees and nature.
Example Haiku:

Origami is the Japanese art of paper folding. Origami takes practice, patience and focus and there is no
end to what you can create! From simple tulips to more complex rabbits, there is something for
everyone.
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Ask your students to look carefully at their grounds around them and think back to what it was like in
winter. Encourage them to use all of their senses to connect with nature.
•
•
•
•
•

What wildlife is there (or signs (footprints, nests, faeces) of wildlife)?
What do the trees and plants look like?
What colours can they see?
What can they smell?
What sounds can they hear?

All of these thoughts and observations can be used to create a map mind or a picture and then revisited
throughout the year as a clear way to illustrate and identify the seasonal changes.
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“Be thankful for what you have; you'll end up having more. If you concentrate on what you
don't have, you will never, ever have enough.”
Oprah Winfrey
Gratitude helps to create a more optimistic outlook, enables a person to focus
on the positives and therefore reduces stress and improves wellbeing. Ask
your students to write down 5 things they are grateful for on a blossom
template. These could be added to a jar, or a gratitude tree or simply kept
privately by the students. This activity can easily be adapted to writing down
hopes and wishes for the summer term, writing down 5 of their favourite
things…the possibilities are endless.

Get your students to use their observation and
mapping skills and create a map of the blossom trees
(and other plants) in your school ground or local area.
Challenge them to use a scale or key to clearly mark out
the different features. You could also use this as a
starting point to discuss the biodiversity within your
school grounds and think about how you could improve
it.
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Curriculum Links England:
- Observe changes across the four seasons (Y1)
- Identify and name a variety of common wild and garden plants (Y1)
- Observe and describe how seeds and bulbs grow into mature plants (Y2)
- Identify and describe the functions of different parts of flowering plants: roots, stem/trunk,
leaves and flowers (Y3)
- Explore the part that flowers play in the life cycle of flowering plants, including pollination, seed
formation and seed dispersal (Y3)
- Working scientifically: observing closely, using simple equipment
- Working scientifically: using their observations and ideas to suggest answers to questions
- Ask relevant questions to extend their understanding and knowledge use spoken language to
develop understanding through speculating, hypothesising, imagining and exploring ideas
- Speak audibly and fluently with an increasing command of Standard English
- Participate in discussions and debates
- Preparing poems to read aloud and to perform, showing understanding through intonation,
tone, volume and action
- Recognising some different forms of poetry [for example, free verse, narrative poetry]
- Prepare and cook a variety of predominantly savoury dishes using a range of cooking techniques
- Use basic geographical vocabulary
- Use simple fieldwork and observational skills to study the geography of their school and its
grounds
- Use the eight points of a compass, four and six-figure grid references, symbols and keys
- Describe positions on a 2-D grid as coordinates and write coordinates
- To use a range of materials creatively to design and make products
Curriculum Links Scotland:
- SCN 0-01a, SCN 0-03a, SCN 2-02a, SCN 3-02a
- ENG 1-31a, ENG 2-31a
- TCH 0-04a, TCH 1-04a, TCH 2-04a, TCH 3-04a
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